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performance of a dam. Monitoring loads on tiebacks or rock bolts and movements within a slope

can provide an indication of the performance of a drainage system installed in a stabilized slope.

I AM LOOKING FOR INSTRUMENTATION MECHANICIAN JOB.THEN I WILL DELIVER BEYOND YOUR

EXPECTATIONS

Site Investigations

Instruments are used to characterize initial site conditions. Common parameters of interest in a site

investigation are pore-water pressure, permeability of the soil, and slope stability.

Design Verification

Instruments are used to verify design assumptions and to check that performance is as predicted.

Instrument data from the initial phase of a project may reveal the need (or the opportunity) to

modify the design in later phases.

Construction Control

Instruments are used to monitor the effects of construction. Instrument data can help the engineer

determine how fast construction can proceed without the risk of failure.

Quality Control

Instrumentation can be used both to enforce the quality of workmanship on a project and to

document that work was done to specifications.

Safety

Instruments can provide early warning of impending failures, allowing time for safe evacuation of

the area and time to implement remedial action. Safety monitoring requires quick retrieval,

processing, and presentation of data, so that decisions can be made promptly.

Legal Protection

Instrument data can provide evidence for a legal defense of designers and contractors should

owners of adjacent properties claim that construction has caused damage.

Performance

Instruments are used to monitor the in-service performance of a structure. For example, monitoring

parameters such as leakage, pore-water pressure, and deformation can provide an indication of the

Preferred occupation Engineering jobs

Preferred work location Musina / Messina
Limpopo

Contacts and general information about me

Day of birth 1998-04-03 (26 years old)

Gender Male

Residential location Polokwane / Pietersburg
Limpopo

Telephone number Information is available only for registered users.
Sign in

Email address Information is available only for registered users.
Sign in

Additional information

Salary you wish R45000 R per month

How much do you earn now na R per month
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